NOTES, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

1. PART MUST BE RoHS COMPLIANT.
2. PANDUIT PART #: CD-550
3. DIE SET TO BE LUBRICATED TO PREVENT CORROSION IN TRANSIT.
4. DIE INSERT SET WEIGHT: 1.99 OZ. (55.33 GRAMS)
5. CT-2550CH OR CD-550:
   DIE INSERT OR CRIMPING HEAD (NOT SHOWN) FOR INSTALLING THE FOLLOWING PANDUIT PRODUCTS:
   #22-#10 AWG (0.5-6.0 mm²) INSULATED TERMINALS AND SPLICES;
   AND SPECIFIC INSULATED DISCONNECTS.
   REDUCED CRIMP EFFORT ADVANTAGE FOR #12-#10 AWG (4.0-6.0 mm²)
6. THE DIE INSERT AND/OR CRIMPING HEAD (NOT SHOWN) INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS CAN BE FOUND AT WWW.PANDUIT.COM.
   SEARCH FOR CT-2525CH, CT-2550CH, CT-2570CH, CT-2500CH, CD-525, CD-550 OR CD-570.
7. USED IN CT-2300 SERIES TOOLS, CT-2500CH AND CT-2550CH CRIMP HEADS.

NOTE: PIN DIAMETER BASED UPON DIES BEING FULLY CLOSED